WHAT WE DO

Advocate: We bring graduate student issues to the attention of the MLA.
Inform: We publicize professional resources and recommendations.
Engage: We offer venues to discuss emerging concerns for and about graduate students.

AT THE MLA CONVENTION
Sponsor panels about issues related to graduate studies
Host the graduate student lounge
Hold informal gatherings for graduate students

RESOURCES WE PROVIDE

- Recommendations for Best Practices and Evaluative Questions, a publication about improving the institutional circumstances of graduate students
- Career-resource information

FOR THE MLA CONVENTION
List of MLA sessions of interest to graduate students
Graduate Student Guide to the MLA Convention
Information on travel assistance to the MLA convention

ARE YOU A GRADUATE STUDENT?
The MLA Committee on the Status of Graduate Students in the Humanities is here to support you!

MLA members may nominate graduate students (including themselves) to serve on the CSGSH. Committee members are graduate students at the time of nomination (each January).

mlagards.commons.mla.org
#mlagards
csgsh@mla.org
www.mla.org/comm_grad